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ABSTRACT

Young people between the ages of 15 – 35 constitute Nigeria’s majority
population, estimated at over 60%. It is imperative that if Nigeria is to convert
this demographic feature into a positive outcome then joint stakeholders must
ensure focal national planning, investment and strategic policy directions for
attaining youth objectives and goals. Young people function at cellular levels
within any society and the actions of youth – positive or negative, directly
determine national productivity, peace and security, crime, public health and
wellbeing, elections and good governance as well as innovation and global
competitiveness. Nigeria must therefore embrace a joint stakeholder and
community approach in the goal towards positive youth development and
underpinning this goal must be a new culture of meaningful youth engagement,
youth inclusion and youth investment.
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1. Note from the Founder’s Desk
Though currently Africa’s largest economy, Nigeria has a per capita GDP of
2,175 USD against an estimated 200 million population, 61 million of whom
are below 35 years. Presently close to 18 million youth in the Country are
unemployed or underemployed and there are over 11 million children out of
school, 60% of whom are girls. Recently a stunning global report revealed the scale of
voluntary human trafficking of Nigerian youths to other parts of Africa, Europe and the rest
of the world. To impact on Nigeria’s economic performance and reduce her global
dependency, I will advise sound policies and demand action from stakeholders on issues
affecting youth contribution. The key to making Nigeria peaceful, prosperous and self-reliant
lies in unlocking and harnessing the skills and innovation potential of her youth.
For the past 15 years, I have been combining the instruments of research, communication
for development and organizational leadership to improve girls’ education inclusion and
enterprise development in Nigeria. My focus is on improving both formal and digital literacy
among disadvantaged school children, especially girls and also empowering youth and
women with relevant knowledge and skills for innovation and entrepreneurship so they can
create their own jobs. I want to contribute to transforming the African Continent into a place
where girls and boys experience equal opportunities in formal education and where there
are no barriers to the economic participation of women. Any society that fails to provide
equal opportunities for the development of girls and boys and also erects barriers against
women and young people’s economic inclusion, is effectively throwing away half of its real
wealth.
This is why in 2011, I envisioned an organisation called Mentoring Assistance for Youth and
Entrepreneurs Initiative – MAYEIN, to promote positive youth development, girls’ education
inclusion and support the youth entrepreneurship eco-system in Nigeria. Since then MAYEIN
has led strategies reaching over ten thousand educationally disadvantaged children and girls
in Nigeria's South-West region, with a compendium of formal and digital literacy as well as
entrepreneurial skills acquisition projects.

Edem Dorothy Ossai
(Founder/Executive Director),
July 2020
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2. An Overview of MAYEIN
Mentoring Assistance for Youths and Entrepreneurs Initiative (MAYEIN) is a nonprofit governed by an 8 member Board of trustees, headquartered in Oyo State
and working to advance positive youth Development and Inclusive qualitative
Education in Nigeria. Formally registered in 2012, MAYEIN has been
implementing a compendium of inclusive education and Positive Youth
Development (PYD) programs reaching over 5000 educationally disadvantaged
children and youth in poor communities and public school settings across
Nigeria's South-West region.

VISION
We envision communities of young people who are thriving, resilient and
impactful in myriad activities that advance sustainable development; and as a
derivative, communities that thrive because of its young people.
MISSION
MAYEIN’s mission is to develop young people’s skills and future readiness as
well as create pathways through which they can engage across communities
and across public life”
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Organisational Values
These represent both the set of values we uphold internally as a guide as well
as the values we seek to promote externally in the society through our work.
 Resourcefulness – We are committed to using even the tiniest resource in
the most optimal way to reach our goals.
 Equal opportunity – We are committed to non-discrimination against any
individual on the basis of gender, disability, age, ethnicity, religion or other
identity leaning.
 Youth Inclusion – We are committed to young people’s inclusion within
formal processes and so for us as an organisation we model this by
identifying, engaging and amplifying young people’s voices and opinions
within our processes, strategic planning and implementation.
 Collaboration and Networking – We are committed to engaging and
working with the right partners who can strengthen our work and so we
are intentional about seeking and defining positive partnerships.
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 Transparency and Accountability – We are committed to openness and
transparency of all our systems – both to partners and to the public as a
way of remaining accountable for all investments and trust in general in
our work.


Evaluation – Finally we are committed to measuring the impact of our
work, efforts and contribution in order to determine our real impact, and
value through empirical methods, continuous learning and scalable
interventions.
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3. Organizational Structure (Organogram)

Meet our Board of Trustees
1. Board Chairman – Ademola Ladele is a Professor of Agricultural
Extension in the University of Ibadan, Nigeria. From 2010 to 2014 he
served as the Head of Department of Agric Extension in the University. He
also spearheaded the establishment of the University Community radio
station – Diamond FM. Prof. Ladele has published widely on many farmers’
cooperatives and technology transfer studies. He is a dedicated teacher,
Pastor and development expert with a passion for small holder farmers
and education of all stakeholders on critical adaptation of farming and agricultural practices due
to climate change.
2. Board Secretary - Mrs. Adelarin Waziri is an Associate of the Chartered
Institute of Arbitrators in the United Kingdom as well as member of the
Institute of Chartered Secretaries and Administrators. She is currently a
consulting Partner on Corporate and Commercial Practice, Arbitration and
Banking Law at Almond Solicitors – a premium commercial legal practice in
Lagos, Nigeria. She serves as the Legal Adviser of the Organization and
Secretary of the Board.
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3. Mr. Adebowale Eboda Esq. – is currently the Legal Advisor of Delta
Afrik Engineering Ltd – A woorley Parsons Group Company. He has held
several leadership positions including Secretary General, Lagos Chapter
of Federal Government College, Ilorin Old Students Association as well
as Vice President Toastmasters, Nigeria. He currently holds a certificate
in the Art and Practice of Leadership Development from the prestigious
Harvard Kennedy School and he is passionate about leadership and
nation building.
4. Mrs. Ololade Olayinka – is a certified financial analyst, with an FCCA
approved licence, working with in Zenith Bank Plc – one of the
foremost retail banks in Nigeria. She has over 14 years of experience
with the retail banking sector. She sits as a member of the Board and
provides financial advisory as well as risk management services.
5. Mrs. Elizabeth Ibia Etteh – is a veteran public administrator and retired
Secretary of the College of Medicine, University of Ibadan. She serves on
the Board of Vivian Fowler Memorial Girls College in Lagos and is also an
active member of Zonta Club (Ibadan chapter), Nigeria. She has served
as an Elder in the Presbyterian Church for over 40 years where she
provides church administration duties and advisory services..
6. Dr. Louisa Andah – is currently the Director of the Ibadan School of
Government and Public Policy (ISGPP). She retired as a senior lecturer
from the Department of Communication and Language Arts, University
of Ibadan in 2018, after lecturing and supervising students work for over
20 years. A retired Broadcaster, she worked with the Nigerian Television
Authority (NTA) for over a decade before joining academia as a lecturer
in Broadcasting and communications in the University of Ibadan.
7. Engr. Mbim David Okutinyang – is the Managing Partner at Etteh Aro
& Partners, an indigenous civil engineering firm in Nigeria which has
gained wide acclaim over the years for leading major national
construction and reconstruction projects. He is also the National Vice
President of the Association of Structural Engineers in Nigeria, a branch
of the Nigerian Society of Engineers.
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4. A Context Analysis
Below is a report of current trends in formal educational opportunities as well as
Positive Youth Development among a high number of school children, adolescents and
youth in S/W Nigeria:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.
ix.

lack of basic computer and digital literacy skills needed for the 21 st century
lack of access to library services and reading support mechanisms
lack of access to formal or positive mentoring opportunities
limited skill sets and pathways for leadership in their communities
limited practical civic education or participatory civic experiences
High level of youth unemployment and low economic opportunities
lack of civic knowledge or awareness of their fundamental rights
institutional distrust and hostile youth-authority relations
Weak parental attention and guidance and strong negative peer/social media
influences
x.
Inadequate forms of social protection outside traditional family settings
xi.
Poor education quality and low learning outcomes
xii.
High skills gap and low future readiness
xiii. Poor availability or access to positive youth development centers/programmes
xiv.
lack of digital literacy and access to digital tools or internet broadband services
xv.
Over the past decade there has been a massive growth in the youth population with
60% of the Country’s population now below 25years
Covid-19 Context Analysis:
i.
Closure of schools and virtualization of learning
ii.
Restrictions on social gatherings and movement
iii.
Stronger online engagement for learning, news and social interaction
iv.
Exclusion of many school children from online learning engagement
v.
Severe economic downturn resulting in loss of jobs and family income
vi.
Remote work cultures gaining
vii.
Wider public appreciation of the future of work and the Internet of Things (IoT)
Post Covid-19 Context Analysis:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Continuing cultures of online learning
Higher demand/requirement of computer and ICT proficiency in formal settings
Worsening digital divide amongst school children and young people
Continuing observance of health safeguarding requirements in formal settings
Increased partnerships for education reforms, goals and targets.
High internet/social media influences on young people
Increased need for media literacy, digital safeguarding and social media safety education
for young people.
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5. Organisational Theory of Change (ToC) and Logic Model
Vision
Mission
Target

Models

For youth and communities to thrive through youth inclusion and
participation.
To empower young people with relevant skills for future
readiness.

Teenagers and Youth (in school and Out of School)
Positive Youth
Inclusive education
In-school and out of school teenagers enjoy non- Development

formal education interventions designed by MAYEIN offers practical skills
MAYEIN to bridge the education gap at schools development, formal mentoring
and community levels in south western Nigeria. experiences, internships and civic
building activities.

Approaches










Indicators




Mobile and Remote services,
Teachers’ training outreaches,
Girls’ education campaigns,
Training of Trainers/Rural
Extension






Community spaces,
School clubs,
Formal mentoring,
Internships/volunteer
positions

Positive comparison of baseline
assessments to actual learning outcomes;
Increase in vocabulary and comprehension;
Ability to perform basic computing
functions;
Improved classroom teaching methods;
Project completion, challenges and failures






User experiences;
Displayable skills sets;
Testimonials from participants;
Active club advocacy
programmes;
Zero discrimination in
programme inclusion
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6. Overview of Programmes/Approaches
Formal mentoring: MAYEIN adopts group formal mentoring strategy as a
means to encourage openness to new experience among low income teenagers
because the idea of mentoring is a whole new world to most or our facility
users. Other forms of mentoring opportunities offered through MAYEIN
programmes include periodic volunteering opportunities, annual internship
opportunities, Twitter live sessions/chats and WhatsApp sessions using voice
recordings.
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Community spaces/Model Youth Centers: MAYEIN operates model youth
centers in communities serving as dedicated youth resource spaces, comprising
library corners, ICT hubs, vocational skills training – e.g. tailoring, wig making
and other skills, as well as a soft skills seminar rooms for small group
workshops and mentorship sessions. Our current MYC facility serves 4+
communities in Ojoo area of Ibadan, Oyo state, south western Nigeria. MAYEIN
delivers weekly programmes to low income adolescents and teenagers in the
communities, within and around the Ojoo district area of Ibadan, Oyo state,
Nigeria.
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Library Services: We operate mobile libraries across a network of
communities and our Model Youth Centre houses a vast collection of books that
which young users get to read and also borrow regularly. Constant use of
MAYEIN libraries has resulted in Improvements in reading habits amongst
teenagers as well as improved comprehension and vocabulary which MAYEIN
measures through a tracking software as well as evaluative activities like
spelling bees, annual book festivals, essay competitions and speech making.
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Digital Literacy Training: MAYEIN is spreading computer literacy amongst
school children in Oyo State through practical computer training sessions
hosted in schools and in our community based MAYEIN Youth Centre. During
our digital training sessions, staff and volunteers get to work with in-house
facilitators who train facility users in basic ICT training using our specially
developed training manual.
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Vocational skills acquisition sessions (e.g. tailoring and wig making) are
currently taught weekly at the MAYEIN Youth Centre. This allows fresh school
leavers to acquire a skill and remain positively engaged while awaiting possible
university admission. Low income teenagers are also able to acquire useful
entrepreneurial skills that create paths to real income which can then be used
to support their academic ambitions.
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Mobile learning hubs: 70% of MAYEIN programmes are mobile. Our
programmes’ adopt mobility as a strategy to engage and impact teenagers who
otherwise face geographical, transportation and cost barriers to access our
programmes. Most of our target population are economically disadvantaged
teenagers in underserved public schools whose world view and skills
acquisition is not realistically tailored to meet the demands of the 21st century.
MAYEIN currently uses mobile libraries, mobile ICT classrooms, and school
based peer clubs (e.g. civic clubs, book clubs, child rights advocacy clubs etc.).
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Teachers’ training and Continuous Professional Development: In 2018,
MAYEIN began a teacher’s training initiative that provides 21st century
classroom awareness and its accompanying teaching methods to teachers and
school owners in south west Nigeria. The 2-day training focuses on new and
evolving teaching approaches that are relevant for classroom teaching and
effectiveness on practice with an application of professionalism. The aim is to
empower teachers with skills needed to better support young people’s
development through class room based learning.
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School Based (Peer Learning) clubs – MAYEIN establishes democracy clubs
as well as gender equality clubs (called Girls’ Without Borders) in schools
across Nigeria. Our work with school based clubs reinforces the theory that
when educated about their rights in fun and practical ways, students become
very valuable educators of those same rights to their peers and even adults in
their families. Through these Peer clubs, school children have successfully
implemented small projects that bring about improvement in simple ways to
the conditions of girls and children.
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Capacity Building for NGO/Non-Profit Sector Leaders
Every year MAYEIN organizes practical experience-sharing workshops for
leaders and executives in the NGO/Non-profit sector in Oyo State aimed at
empowering them with knowledge and tools for improved organisational
development. The programme offers practical tool based insights to founders
as well as critical organizational assessment to enable them become aware of
gaps that exist in their systems and how they can strengthen their systems.
Through the workshops and follow-up mentoring, non-profit leaders are able
to operate more effective systems which improve the impact and sustainability
of their organisations ultimately leading to higher measurable contributions to
the SDGs in Oyo State.
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7. MAYEIN’s Covid-19 Response Strategy

In April 2020, we launched a Covid-19 response to support adolescents and
teenagers in poor communities across Oyo State where we work, called
“Comprehensive Relief for Adolescents in Communities”. This intervention
sought to address emerging needs detected amongst teenagers in low income
families. We assembled and distributed relief packages to adolescents and
teenagers, comprised of basic raw food supplies to support adolescents’ home
feeding during this period where many household incomes have declined. To
further support adolescents’ frequent hand washing and personal protection,
we also distributed re-usable cloth face masks and antiseptic bar soaps.
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To also help prevent the spread of the virus, we disseminated accurate safeguarding
information on Covid-19 through carefully prepared information cards displaying
official safeguarding tips against Covid-19 (to counter misinformation trends), and
we employed popular sites such as Facebook, instagram live sessions and radio
programmes to share tips for mental health safeguarding during stressful times as
well as basic sexuality education to prevent unhealthy sexual habits from forming
during protracted schools closure.
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Communities





Alaka
Goodness
Aroro Makinde
Ajobo

Input
 Food stuffs
 Bar soaps
 Hand Sanitizers
 Hand washing tank &
running water
 Donated funds
 Information cards
 MAYEIN staff and
volunteers
 Time and energy
 Correspondences
through phone calls
 Social media
promotions.

Output

Outcomes

 20+ teenagers and
early youths received
MAYEIN’s relief
package
 3+ communities
impacted
 1 day event
successfully
implemented
 3+ hours spent
distributing relief
packages and
information
sensitization

 MAYEIN provided
practical support to
adolescents and youth
beneficiaries during a
period of public health
and economic crisis
 MAYEIN supported
international and local
health agencies by
providing the right
information/creating
awareness in
underserved and periurban communities
 MAYEIN gained more
community and online
visibility

Overall, MAYEIN distributed comprehensive relief packs – which includes
safety and wellness education, to over adolescents drawn from several
neighbourhoods within Ojoo, Ibadan. The distribution exercise was conducted
in batches to enable recommended social distancing. Also during the
distribution exercise at our Community Youth Centre, we provided live hand
washing demonstrations and sensitized adolescents on the importance of the
use of protective face masks and bottled hand sanitizers. We shared
information cards containing Covid-19 safeguarding tips, mental health safe
guarding tips as well as sexual health education tips to adolescents present. In
addition, we organized a Twitter live chat on May 14, with a local medical and
mental health expert, during which shared tips on how to reinforce young
people’s mental well-being during a crisis.
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8. 2020 Impact Summary
i. Teachers’ Continuous Professional Development and Training
MAYEIN implemented the Teachers’ Development and Assistance Training
Program (T-DAP) at the Vale College on the 1st and 8th of February 2020
respectively as well as in Afijio constituency on Wednesday 26th of February,
2020. This customized teachers’ training is designed to provide continuous
professional development and support for every 21st century teacher.

Some Participants testimonials shared.
“My learning from Mrs. Ossai’s session is that timely small goals add up to the big ones”
Ms Osaz – The Vale College
“I learnt from Mr Ayo’s session last week that diligence and resourcefulness are pivotal to my
personal professional development as a teacher”
Mr Busari – AFIJIO LGA
“I learnt from Dr. Tide’s session not to replace the use of mother tongue in explaining difficult
concepts in my classroom”
Mr. Michael – AFIJIO LGA
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2020 Impact Metrics for Teachers’ Development Assistance Project

Communities
Aawe
Ilora
Jobele
Fiditi
Iware
Imini
Oluwatedo
Iyaganku
Vale College











ii.

Input
 Faculty of trainers
 Funds
 Training materials
 Participants
 MAYEIN staff and
volunteers
 Time and energy
 Refreshments .i.e.
lunch break
 Projector and projector
screen
 Sound amplifiers
 Laptop for projecting
 Pre-event visitations
on-site and 0ff-site
 Correspondences pre
and post trainings.
 Social media
promotions.

Output
 112 teachers trained
 5+ rural communities
reached through
teacher
representatives
 22hrs, 22minutes
spent cumulatively
on trainings
 3 days of intensive
trainings achieved
 2 locations (rural and
urban) reached

Achieved
Outcomes
 Critical 21st
century classroom
skills learnt
 Emotional
intelligence in the
classroom learnt
 Exposure to new
teaching tools
&best practices
 Learning through
interaction
achieved
 Teachers learnt
how to set and
track personal
professional goals
 Creativity &
innovation in the
classroom learnt

Oyo e-Literacy Project in Schools
‘The Oyo e-Literacy Project’ involves conveying mobile computer classrooms to train
students in public schools in Oyo State on basic computer literacy skills. These mobile
computer classrooms are in form of minivans which house computers and laptops as
well as skilled trainers and every week these vans visit specific secondary schools
where a number of students receive/engage in practical instruction/training on
carefully designed ICT modules/lessons/topics using the laptops and tablets provided
and under the expert facilitation of our team of skilled trainers. From November 2019
to April 2020, the project was implemented in 3 public secondary schools in Ibadan,
namely – Immanuel High School, Methodist Grammar School and St Louis Grammar
School and impacted 118 students while 80 successfully completed the programme
and were awarded certificates of basic digital literacy.
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Due to the outbreak of Covid-19 and consequent closure of schools in the
country, MAYEIN was unable to launch the Phase 2 Work plan but rather
adapted it into “The Oyo e-Literacy Covid-19 Response Project” which we
hosted in our Youth Centre in Alaka Community, at Akinyele Local Government,
Ibadan, Oyo State. Our team of skilled trainers delivered practical instruction
on carefully designed ICT modules/lessons using the laptops and tablets, to 10
teenagers in Alaka community, and also supervised them in the use of online
educational content through specific open educational portals to enable
continuous learning beyond the classroom during the ‘schools closure’ perio.
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2020 Impact Metrics for Oyo E-Literacy Project

School
Communities

 Methodist Grammar
School
 Immanuel College
 St. Louis Grammar
School
 Alaka Community,
Ojoo

iii.

Input
 ICT Trainer
 Funds
 ICT Manual
 Printed shirts for
publicity
 Printed certificates of
participation
 Feedback forms
 Teacher-in-charge
 MAYEIN staff and
volunteers
 Time and energy
 15 pre-charged
laptops
 20 pre-charged
tablets
 Round trips 3 times a
week
 Correspondences
through phone calls
 Social media
promotions.

Output
 150+ students gained
ICT skills
 5+ teachers trained
 3 days of trainings
achieved weekly
 30+ weeks of trainings
delivered cumulatively
to 3 public secondary
schools
 150 students
graduated
 150 printed certificates
issued
 50+hrs spent
cumulatively on
trainings
 10 teenagers in Alaka
community gained
practical lessons in ICT

Achieved
Outcomes

 Participants can
now operate a
computer with
minimal
supervision
 Participants have
gained an
invaluable 21st
century skill
 Participants have
been equipped to
take CBT exams
 Participants can
now use search
engines and are
aware of cyber
safety
 Participants have
been equipped for
future readiness

Launch of MAYEIN (Model) Youth Centre
On February 29, 2020, MAYEIN launched a physical space tagged the
MAYEIN Model Youth Centre (MYC) to cater to the growing needs of youth
within Ojoo community since the former library space was no longer
spacious enough to accommodate the increasing number of users that
trooped to the reading venue on a weekly basis. The facility currently serves
teenagers and youth in Alaka community of Ojoo, Oyo state, Nigeria.
Programmes are divided in 4 sections comprising - the library corner,
vocational skills training room, ICT training hub and a seminar room where
daily activities and trainings geared towards youth development will be
carried out.
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To ensure young people are empowered with a civic leadership mindset and skills
for the 21st century, MAYEIN Youth centres:






Are equipped with knowledge. information and positive mind-set structuring
materials such as library resources as well as computers for ICT learning,
digital literacy skills and inclusion.
Offer free or subsidized 21st century competencies building trainings to
empower youth relevant skills set and future readiness.
Serve as a safe haven of positive mental, emotional and social support for
community integration
Form strong partnerships with its host community for sustainability, support
and continued relevance.
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MYC Impact Metrics in 2020

Communities
Reached














Alaka
Goodness
Aroro Makinde
Ajobo
Igbo-Oloyin
Kole
Arulogun
Gbanda
Idiomo
Abaeko
Mercy Estate
Jerusalem
Ajoro

Input















Donated funds
MYC annual calendar
Facilitators
Pre-charged laptops
Hand washing tank &
running water
Sewing machine
Mannequin head
Hair extensions
Camera
Gifts for spelling bee
competition winners
Safeguarding tools
Time and energy
Correspondences with
parents through phone
calls
Social media
promotions.

Output
 480+ user attendance
recorded
 Communities of
impact rose to 7 from
3
 The MYC had opened
51 times in its first 3
months
 282+ hours spent on
library, ICT, VOC and
soft skills session
 4 personnel worked
78 times
 3 community
volunteers engaged
 40+ new users joined
the MYC
 Over 189 adults
visited/toured the
facility
 882+ books read
within the library
facility
 414 books borrowed
 10+ facility users won
the weekly spelling
bee competition and
received gifts

Achieved
Outcomes
 MAYEIN resumed
activities with
Covid-19 measures
in place
 MAYEIN increased
its reach of
communities to 13
 More books were
read and
vocabularies
improved
 MAYEIN gains
more community
and online
visibility
 MAYEIN further
demonstrates
accountability with
the use of donated
funds.
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iv.

Annual World Book Day Festival
As part of activities to commemorate the World Book and Copyright Day on April 23,
MAYEIN organizes an annual World Book Day Festival and showcases its nationwide
“Read for Literacy” campaign, tagged “MAYEIN Book-a-thon”. The event draws
stakeholder attention to the literacy crisis in Nigeria – reporting over 65 million illiterates
and near extinct library services. The campaign also aims to support reading habits
amongst young Nigerians. Since 2018 MAYEIN has reached more than 1000
teenagers, local authors, publishers, school teachers and education providers with this
campaign.

Due to the outbreak of Covid-19 global pandemic in 2020, MAYEIN adapted its yearly
World Book Day celebrations into an online virtual competition tagged ‘A World Book
Day (WBD) online video challenge’. The goal was to spark e-reading and positive
literary expression among teenagers online, while reinforcing the integral importance
of information technology (ICT) in all facets of human life particularly learning. Another
objective was to sensitize young online users on principles of copyright in online
spaces and the importance of literary works and authors to societal advancement. The
online event was open to teenagers nationwide through 3 social media platforms
namely: Facebook, Instagram and Twitter, and featured 2 categories:
(i) A Book Review Challenge – which recorded over 15 entries submitted nationwide
(ii) A Copyright Advocacy Challenge” – which recorded 7 entries drawn nationwide.
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Impact Metrics for World Book Day Online Challenge.

Social Media
Platforms




Facebook
Instagram
Twitter

Inputs
 Approved funds
 Data for pre and post
event publicity
 Facilitators (Judges)
 Cash prizes for winners
 Feedback forms
 Participants’ Video
entries
 MAYEIN staff and
volunteers

Outputs
 3+ social media
platforms explored
 3800+ social media
users reached
 13+ teenagers videos
received
 50,000 naira cash prize
awarded to winners
 10+ target audience
reached
 3 male and female
judges involved
 168+hrs spent
cumulatively on
receiving and judging
video contents

Outcomes
 MAYEIN celebrated
the World Book Day
in spite of the
pandemic
 MAYEIN leveraged
on and promoted
technology in
celebrating the 2020
WBDF
 Young people gained
an exposure to the
usefulness of
technology
 MAYEIN promotes
reading culture
among teenagers
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v.

Alaka-Ojoo Parents’ Summit
In December 2020 MAYEIN successfully organised a major Parents’ Summit
event in Ibadan, Oyo State, during which many positive objectives were realized
including stronger community partnership.

Highlights of the Parents’ Summit include:
a. A showcase of the positive impact of programmes delivered to children and
teenagers in the community through the Youth Centre over the past 7
months since the official opening;
b. key sensitization by quest experts on vital issues/topics that affect
teenagers emotional, mental, physical wellbeing including some of the
observed/reported threats and challenges MAYEIN has observed teenagers
struggling with and how parents can provide better forms of support;
c. Communicating and sharing the goals of the MYC, providing a tour of the
facilities to parents and strategic fund raising towards 2021 programmes
and activities in the Youth Centre.
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d. Collecting feedback from parents on their concerns in relation to the positive
development of their children and wards who use the MYC and what ways they
desire to engage as stakeholder-partners.

e.
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Impact Metrics for Parents’ Summit in 2020

Communities
Reached














Alaka
Goodness
Aroro Makinde
Ajobo
Igbo-Oloyin
Kole
Arulogun
Gbanda
Idiomo
Abaeko
Mercy Estate
Jerusalem
Ajoro

Input
 Donated funds
 Invited Guest Speakers
 Authors exhibition
stands
 Hand washing tank &
running water
 Rented Canopies
 Hired DJ & Sound
 Guest Music
Performers
 Camera
 Gifts for outstanding
participants
 Safeguarding items –
hand sanitizers etc
 Time and energy
 Correspondence with
parents through phone
calls
 Social media
promotions.

Output








109 parents, special
guests in attendance
65 children and
teenagers in
attendance
12+ Parents
expressed openness
to invitations to cofacilitate on sensitive
topics as resource
persons during MYC
sessions in 2021 and
beyond The MYC had
opened 51 times in its
first 3 months
3 Local Inspectors of
Education (LIE’s)
attended and
expressed satisfaction
as well as promised
continued support of
their agency towards
MAYEIN’s work Oyo
state.
5 parents signed
parental consent
forms on the spot to
enroll their
adolescents for MYC
ICT programme in the
2021 programmatic
year.
 The Chairman and 5
other members of the
Alaka Landlords and
Residents Association
attended

Achieved
Outcomes
 Parents made
future financial
pledges to support
MYC programmes
 Parents promised
not to hinder
attendance and
participation of
their children in
weekly MYC
activities
 Parents and guests
toured the MAYEIN
Youth Centre in
batches to
experience the
interior of the
facility and gain
insight into how
MAYEIN's weekly
MYC activities
operate.
 MAYEIN gained
stronger ties with
members of the
community and
higher cooperation
of parents in our
activities and
programmes.
 MAYEIN gained
new users for the
MYC activities and
programmes in
2021.

TRANSFORMING NIGERIAN YOUTH WITH MAYEIN

2020 Focal Strategies

Strategies
Enhancing staff
capacity

2020 Activities
 Commenced weekly strategy planning meetings
 Conducted 48 in-house staff capacity building trainings
 Facilitated 10 month-end volunteer capacity building
trainings
 Invited 8 external facilitators for staff and volunteers
physical and virtual soft skills trainings






Developed a reporting template to track application
status and progress of opportunities applied for by staff
and volunteers
Head of HR periodically compiled a list of relevant
personal and professional development opportunities
shared with staff and volunteers of MAYEIN
electronically
Management maintains a policy of recommending staff
and volunteers for opportunities through letters of
introduction and or recommendation
Head of HR reported staff progress on personal
professional development to management for appraisals
and future consideration for opportunities

Strategies
Building stronger
organisational
systems

2020 Activities


Engaged staff and volunteers in over 10 in-house
training sessions on topics of professional development



Introduced weekly activity workplans and system of todo lists amongst staff and volunteers for effective time
management
Updated staff reporting templates and reviewed the
organisation’s staff reporting system to weekly basis
Held weekly staff review and planning meetings every
Monday morning.
Heads of departments collated weekly volunteer reports
for monthly/bimonthly appraisals
Management introduced a unique Emotional
Intelligence test called the P.I.E.S. test (Physical,
Intellectual, Emotional and Spiritual) into routine group
practice at all meetings of MAYEIN as a system of
checking in and mindfulness around staff wellbeing
The Organisation hired a qualified professional for
routine, accounting, book keeping and financial
management
Head of finance and Admin kept records of all expenses,
including receipts, asset register and completed
monthly bank reconciliations for the organization
MAYEIN purchased an effective accounting software to
support the organisation’s financial management
system
MAYEIN re-engaged our firm of external auditors to
complete the external audit of the organisation’s
financial statements for the years 2018 and 2019











Strategies
Improving
stakeholders
relationships

2020 Activities














Virtual stakeholders meetings (i.e. Board meetings)
were conducted
Phone calls, text messages and other communication
alternatives with stakeholders were massively explored
and carried out
Routine Appreciation was sent to donors and sponsors
through emails, phone calls and posts on social media
platforms
Programme Impact reports were prepared and
distributed to partners and stakeholders
Monthly newsletters were prepared and circulated via
our mailing list to donors, partners and stakeholders
MAYEIN Newsletters generated feedback, donation
pledges and volunteer services from recipients
The full impact report of the previous year 2019 was
posted on MAYEIN website for partners viewing
Quarterly programme reports were presented to
management for routine internal MEL exercise
109 parents attended MAYEIN’s maiden edition of
Parents’ summit in Alaka to further strengthen ties with
one of our communities of operation
MAYEIN continues to send representation in monthly
community stakeholders’ meetings in Alaka community
through a live-in Board member.
MAYEIN’s Direct Safeguarding Lead (DSL) has been
assigned to fully represent MAYEIN during Alaka
community landlords and residents association
meetings by 2021.
MAYEIN organized a rapid Covid-19 response which
distributed Covid-19 food relief, safety items and other
important palliative packages to young people across
our various stakeholder and host communities in
Ibadan, Oyo State in May 2020.

Strategies
Enhanced revenue
drives

2020 Activities
 Fundraising videos and email campaigns were made to
solicit donations in 2020.
 A mapping of potential donors was conducted and
actions followed
 MAYEIN conducted donation drives physically, via
numerous phone calls as well as through postal and
email correspondence
 Head of communications and partnerships ensured
routine reminders and constant follow up on
commitments from donation drives
 Through active marketing of the T-DAP training
programme in 2020, MAYEIN handled teachers training
projects which included professional fee charges:
i. The Vale College Ibadan engaged MAYEIN as a
professional training consultant for teachers and
100+ teachers were trained
ii.
MAYEIN partnered with an Oyo Law maker –
Hon. Seyi Adisa, to train 80+ teachers from AFIJIO
local government/law making constituency in
Oyo state, Nigeria.
 Programmes and communications departments worked
directly with management to identify, develop proposals
and apply for grants.
 MAYEIN submitted 7+ grant applications in 2020 and
successfully secured funding grant from Queens
Commonwealth Trust (QCT)
 MAYEIN gained support from the Indian community to
launch its first youth centre in February 2020.
 Corporate contacts were visited and several (e.g. the
Indian Community of Ibadan, V. Cash Network, and other
philanthropic individuals) supported MAYEIN in funding
specific projects.

Strategy

Safeguarding (SG)

2020 Activities













A QCT consultant trained MAYEIN staff on SG for 5+
weeks
MAYEIN’s DSL trained 3 categories of new staff and
volunteers on SG as is standard practice during
orientation and on-boarding exercise
SG flowcharts were distributed among staff and
volunteers and pasted on notice boards within
MAYEIN facilities for ease of access i.e. Office and the
Youth Centre
MAYEIN beneficiaries were sensitized on
understanding the flow chart and knowing how to
react to a SG situation
DSL was responsible for logging and attending to all
SG complaints
DSL reported all SG incidences to management for
decisions on resolutions and actions
MAYEIN consulted the SG log to identify its SG
strengths and weaknesses as reflected in each
complaint logged for the year
Management reviewed its SG strengths and
weaknesses for organisational learning and
correction
Following internal evaluation, key learnings from
2020 safeguarding audit have been incorporated into
the 2021 programmatic year

Grant Makers and Corporate
Donors
 The Queen’s Commonwealth
Trust
 The Indian Community of
Ibadan
 V. Cash Network
 Books for Africa

Institutional Partners
 Oyo State Ministry of
Education
 Oyo State Agency for Youth
 Ojoo High school
 Immanuel High School
 The Vale College, Ibadan
 St. Louis Grammar School
 Methodist Grammar School

Individual Sponsors and Donors
 Engr. and Elder Mrs. Etteh
 Engr Essien and Mrs. Francess Andah
 Engr. Mbim Okutinyang
 Mr. Emmanuel Andem
 Mr. Debo Eboda (Esq.)
 Mrs. Ajuma Madojemu
 Dr. Mrs. Mary Ogbenyi Ughalahi
 Prof. and Mrs. Ewete
 Mr. and Dr. Mrs. Utang Ewete
 Dr. Mrs. Louisa Bassey Andah
 Dr. Abib Olamitoye
 Dr. Ifelanwa Osundolire
 Dr. and Mrs. Olatunbosun Odu
 Dr. Emi Ezichi
 Ms. Folayemi Balogun
 Mrs. Abiodun Oshinkanlu
 Dr. Adefunke Ekinne
 Amb. Joyce Ugbosu
 Prof. S.O. Bada
 Comrade Omitola
Community Partners
 Alaka Community Landlords and
residents Association
 Alaka Parents
 Ekiti Street Landlord and Residents
Association

TRANSFORMING NIGERIAN YOUTH WITH
MAYEIN
Management Growth Strategy
The results we record routinely form an important input to the decisionmaking process within MAYEIN and affect a range of management processes,
including risk and performance management and decisions to change, expand
or contract programmes. Monitoring and evaluation, together with strategic
planning, are the foundation for Results Based Management (RBM), a broad
management strategy adopted by MAYEIN in 2020.
Results Based Management
According to the OECD Development Assistance Committee (DAC), RBM is a
‘management strategy focusing on performance and achievement of outputs,
outcomes and impacts’, collectively known as ‘results’. RBM uses a structured,
logical approach that identifies expected results and the inputs and activities
necessary to achieve these. This management strategy ensures that all units
of our Organisation work towards and report on a common set of goals.
At MAYEIN, RBM is based on the following pillars:







A 3-year strategic planning horizon. This is supported by an annual
planning process.
The integration of planning and budget processes, covering both
programme (substantive human well-being results) and operations
(results that support the functioning of MAYEIN).
Monitoring and reporting tools, from those aimed at measuring delivery
of results through to those for measuring finances and risk
Utilisation-focused evaluation: All evaluations must be designed with a
focus on intended users and intended use.
Data and information collected either through planning, monitoring or
evaluation processes are used by the executive management to manage
for results in all key decision making fora.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR INTEREST IN PARTNERING WITH MAYEIN!
You may please send email to mayeinorg@gmail.com
or call (+234) 8110198698
Also visit our website at www.mayein.org.ng

